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Ansrnq.cr

Based on the results of a European survey on architectural integration quality, the paper
presents a systematic analysis of the facade integration potential of solar thermal collectors
provided by Swiss manufacturers, concentrating on glazed flat plates, unglazed flat plates
and evacuated tubes systems. It demonstrates the poor "integrability" of most of them,
indicating that novel collectors responding to facade integration issues should be developed.
These new collectors should answer to the technical constraints of their specific solar thermal
technology, but should also become architectural elements, conceived to be integrated into
the building skin. They should provide an adequate level of flexibility in all the system
characteristics affecting the building appearance (i.e. collector material and surface texture,
absorber colour, shape and size of the modules, qrpe of jointing). To ease the designer
integration efforts and reduce overall costs, they should become multifunctional consffuction
elements, facade cladding being the most relevant added function for glazed and unglazed
flat plate collectors. Within this application mode, the use of dummy elements (non-active
elements with a similar appearance, fulfilling only the construction function) is a key tool
manufacturers should provide to make the geometriclarchitectttral dimensioning of the
system independent from the sole energetic sizing.
A novel system concept responding to these requisites is presented for glazed systems. New
glasses have been developed that are able to hide the absorber behind a coloured reflection
while letting the solar energy pass through, providing a new freedom level to architects. The
same glazing can in fact be used to cover areas of the facade equipped or not with absorbers,
finally opening the way to proper multifunctional active facade systems.

IurnooucrroN

The architectural quality of building integrated solar thermal systems is generally quite poor.
Most of the time collectors are installed as pure technical elements on rooftops, where the
visual impact is minor and the energetic efficiency maximized due to the tilted mounting.
Plants for DHW are usually installed undersized (30-50% solar fraction) to avoid over
production and consequent overheating risk in summer-time.

In the perspective of a growing solar
fraction demand in buildings, the
implementation of solar thermal collectors
into facade should also be considered. The
facade use increases the available exposed
surfaces, and the vertical mounting helps
reducing the overheating risk in summer,
allowing the dimensioning of the plant
according to real heat needs.

Fig 1: Energ,t production in Graz (AEE-INTEC).
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Now, implementation of solar thermal into building facades is, from the architectural point of
view, much more delicate than roof implementation, due the higher visibility of this part of
the building and its public role. The solar system should then be able to answer to the facade
architectural needs.
The issue is to understand these architectural needs and to know (verifu) in which measure
the systems now available in the market are able to meet them.

Fn clor TNTEGRATToN cRrrERrA

A set of architectural integration criteria has been established with the help of a large
European survey intended to identify the criteria commonly used by architects to judge the
quality of building integrated solar systems [more details can be found in Ref.7].
It has been assessed that for a successful integration all the characteristics, not just a few, of
the solar system having an impact on building appearance have to be coherent with the global
building design logic.
These key characteristics can be summarized as follows:

1. Size and position of collectors' field
2. Collector material and surface texture
3. Absorber colour
4. Shape and size of the modules
5. Type ofjointing

As these criteria underline, mastering all characteristics of the system in both perspectives of
energy production and building design is not an easy task.
The above listed characteristics are strongly related to the specific solar thermal technology
thatimposesboththery!qielofcollectors,visiblelayerandthe@ofthe
modules: glazed tubes for vacuum collectors; flat glazing for glazed collector; metal sheet

for unglazed flat plate, etc... The more flexibility can be offered by the solar component, the
more are the chances to have a successful integration.
To evaluate the current situation in this respect, we investigated the degree of flexibility
offered by Swiss systems' manufacturers, concentrating on the most relevant technologies for
facade integration: glazed flat plate, unglazed flat plate and evacuated tubes.

ARCTIITECTURAL FLEXIBILITY OF PRESENT SWISS PRODUCTS.

A total of twelve manufacturers are presently active in Switzerland, nine producing glazed
collectors, two evacuated tubes and one lunglazed collectors. Seven of them do implement
collectors into facades, even if marginally, but only two propose collectors that are especially
conceived for facade application (only one in the freld of glazed flat plate -small scale
customized production).

The following analysis presents, for all system characteristic affecting the integration, the
level of flexibility offered by each available product (Tab.l): first the "guidelines" for this
characteristic are given ffor more details see Ref.5], then the market situation is described:

1- Size and position of collector field:
"The position and dimension of collectorfield should be coherent with the
architectural composition of the whole building (not just within onefagade). Energlt
production goals, architectural integration needs and solar thermal technologt choice
are the parameters affecting these two characteristics of the system".
An effective solution is to use collectors as multifirnctional construction elements. The
multifunctionnality of the collector brings the decisive advantage that the designer has
to architecturally compose with fewer elements, as each fulfils several functions.
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Within this application mode, the use of dummy elements (non-active elements with a
similar appearance, fulfilling only the construction fi.rnction) is a key tool to free the
geometric/architectural dimensioning of the system from its energetic sizing,
The market offer in this respect is clearly unsatisfactory. One producer of evacuated
tubes proposes multifunctional collectors (balcony protection and solar shading as

added functions) but doesn't supply dummies.
The producer of unglazed collectors provides a system, originally developed for roof
application, which can be used as facade cladding and provides dummies. Yet the
appearance ofthe absorber is still not ideal for fagade application.
In the field of glazed systems, the multifunctional use is possible but it depends on
architect's creativity, rather than availability of specific products. None of the
manufacturers offer multifunctional elements or provide dummies as standard option.

2- Collector material and surface texturel 3- Absorber colour
"These collector characteristics interact with the same characteristics of other
building envelope elements; as a consequence they should be compatible with the other
building skin materials, colours, textures.
In this perspective, the initial choice of collector technologt is fundamental, as it
imposes the material properties of the extemal - visible- system layers".
Within the specific technology, a choice of different surface treatments (texture and
colour), compatible with the energy production function, can and should be provided
by the manufacturer, to give the flexibility needed for facade implementation.
The market analysis shows a real lack of flexibility on these items too. No freedom at
all is offered in the urglazed and in the evacuated tubes fields.
In the glazed field the situation is not substantially different. Two manufacturers offer
some freedom on the glazing texture, proposing two types of finishing. Only one
manufacturer offers the flexibility to use a specific glass finishing on demand and
gives the option to choose between three absorber colours (black, blue and bronze).

4- Shape and size of the modules / 5- Type of jointing.
"Module size and shape should be compatible with the building composition grid, and
with the various dimensions of the otherfacade elements.
Jointing types should also be carefully considered while choosing the product, as
dffirent jointing types dffirently underline the modular grid of the systern in relation
to the building."
The freedom offered by Swiss products in terms of size and shape is not completely
satisfactory, but flexible products can be found in all fields. A major problem is still
the total lack of adequate jointing options for facade in both flat plate technologies.
Only one manufacturer offers an altemative to the standard rubber jointing, the
proposed solution consisting in a continuous, pretty wide, aluminium frame.
In the field of evacuated tubes the situation is different since the manufacturer
supplying facade modules provides a level of jointing flexibility compatible with the
facade application.

To these already unsatisfactory results we should add that the Swiss market is characterized
by a large predominance of distributors (31, vs. 12 manufacturers) who can clearly supply
even less flexibility then direct producers. With such inadequacy of the market, no surprise if
fagade applications are so rare.

Nevertheless the presence, in the larger EU market of an Austrian pioneer manufacturer,
providing glazed solar thermal collectors expressly designed for facade integration, shows
that there is hope for this kind of application. This manufacturer works almost exclusively
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nctional construction system. and no dummies are provided as standard ab.

Solar thermal
systems

Flat plate collectors systems Evacuated tubes

Glazed Unglazed
systerrs

1 a 2.a 3.a 4.a 5.a 6.a 7.a 8.a 9.a 1.b Lc 2.c

m2 produced
in 2006

70'000 12'000 4'000 3'000 2',350 t'000 600 350 2',516 21'000 l'200

part installed
in CH

t2% 98% t00% 98% 99% 90% t00% t00% 40.4o/o 2% s5%

m2 installed
in CH

8'400 71'760 4',000 2'940 2',320 900 600 350 1'016 420 660

Swiss Market
paxt

t7% 24% 8% 6% 5% 2% t.2% 0.7% t00% 28o/o Mo/n

own mounted 2.2% 7% s0% 5% 2% s0% r00% 700o/n 41.2% 0.lo/o 20%

fagade
applications

0% 3% 4% o% 0o/o 2o/o l0o/o 0o/o 23o/n 0.So/n 20o/n

Facade
products

(1) + + (2)

Availability of
dummies

+l-Q\ +

shape& size
flexibility

+ +/- + +/ + +

gla,zing
sufface texture
choice

+ +/- +/-

absorber
surface texture
choice

+/-

absorber
colour choice

+ / -(4)

jointing
options

- (t) +/- +

a al a novel collector module for facade use, characterized by easy facade fixins system and aluminium

with own mounted, customised products, that are actually encountering a remarkable market
success.

This is the sole glazed collectors' producer able to provide flexibility in the jointing system as

well as in the absorber colour. Nevertheless the system is not expressly developed as
multifunctional and

present developing by easy fixing system
framed jointing. (2) Faqade products are proposed in terms of solar shading and balcony parapets. (3) Dummies can be produced on specific
demand (4) Three collectors colours are available (black, blue and bronze)

Table 1: Swiss Products architectural flexibility. (Rating scale: - ; + / - ; +l

Table 2: Austrian manufacturer data.

Interestingly, in the main domain of glazed collectors, no systems are actually conceived as
complete multifunction al fagade systems providing dummies.
The most cofllmon added building function in this field is the use of the collector as facade
cladding. But the actual lack of dummies restraints the system positioning to the sole exposed
areas and sees the energetic sizing impose the geometric/architectural dimensioning.

m2
produced
in 2005

own
mounted

fagade
application

facade
products

Availability
of dummies

shape
& size

flexibility

glazng
swface
texture
choice

absorber
surface
texture
choice

absorber
colour
choice

jointing
options

28'000 80% 10% + + + + +
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The fact that dummy elements have not been provided up to now, even by manufacturers
aware of the problem, is due to the characteristics of the collector to be imitated. To have an
appearance compatible with the system, dummies would require a glazing and an added metal
sheet similar to the absorber used in the proper collectors. These complex, unproductive
elements would clearly be too expensive in terms of cost and grey energy to be successful.

Luckily a promising new development in collector glazing could provide a valid solution to
this problem.

FUTURE DEYELOPMENTS: TIIE LESO COLOURED GLAZING EXAMPLE

:'-

Novel coloured glazings have been developed
that hide the solar absorbers while letting the
solar energy pass through.
The desired properties of this glazing have
been obtained thanks to a specially developed
selective interference filter deposited on the
inner side of the glass, combined with a
diffirsing surface treatment on the outer side
(Fig.2).
The inner coating reflects only a tiny part of
the solar spectrum in the visible range while
letting the rest of the sun's radiation pass

through. By adjusting the spectral position of
the reflection peak a specific colour can be
obtained [more details can be found in Ref.9
and 101.

The energy transmission is reduced of around
.' l0% only, depending on reflection intensity,

and specific diffusing treatment.

"\:,

Fig. 2: The new glazingworking principle

The outer diffusing treafinent is available in several declinations (frosting, etching, patterned
or not) to complete the masking process, adding flexibility while enhancing the aesthetic
value of the product (Fig.3).

Fig.3: Impact of various tested glazing treatments on the visibility of a standard black solar absorber:
a. Standard extra white transparent glazing ; b. Blue selective coating on extrawhite glazing; c. Blue
selective coating (inner side)+ frosted treatment (outer side); d. Blue selective coating* standard
patterned acid etching; e. Blue selective coating+ custom acid etching.

e
q

+

q
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The result is a large palette of coloured glasses, with different surface finishing, that can be
used both as non transparent collector glass (in the parts of the facade equipped with solar
absorbers), and as compatible opaque facade cladding (in non exposed areas). The requested
flexibility is finally provided in the field of glazed systems.

CoNcr,usroNs

As a previous work has shown, there is a clear consensus amongst architects on the criteria
defining architectural quality of building integrated solar thermal systems, meaning that the
identification of the characteristics needed by new products is possible.
The Swiss market analysis shows on one hand that the proposed components have a generally
low level of flexibility, hence are not well suited to facade use, and on the other hand that
there are very few installed facades. In the perspective of an increased solar fraction demand,
the foreseeable interest for fagade applications will require new products able to help
architects satisff the mentioned criteria of good integration. Nowadays only one or two
manufacturers propose specific products for facades, occupying what is for now just a niche
but is promised to grow quickly with the fast development of the solar thermal market.
Meeting properly this future demand with adapted products, facilitating the fulfilment of
mentioned criteria, is vital to help this process. The innovative glasses presented here are one
promising answer to this challenge.
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Arsrnlcr
Based on the results of a European survey on architectural integration quality, the paper
presents a systematic analysis of the facade integration potential of solar thermal collectors
provided by Swiss manufacturers, concentrating on glazed flat plates, unglazed flat plates
and evacuated tubes systems. It demonstrates the poor "integrability" of most of them,
indicating that novel collectors responding to facade integration issues should be developed.
These new collectors should answer to the technical constraints of their specific solar thermal
technology, but should also become architectural elements, conceived to be integrated into
the building skin. They should provide an adequate level of flexibility in all the system
characteristics affecting the building appearance (i.e. collector material and surface texture,
absorber colour, shape and size of the modules, type of jointing). To ease the designer
integration efforts and reduce overall costs, they should become multifunctional construction
elements, facade cladding being the most relevant added function for glazed and unglazed
flat plate collectors. Within this application mode, the use of dummy elements.(non-active
elements with a similar appearance, fulfilling only the construction function) is a key tool
manufacturers should provide to make the geometric/architectural dimensioning of the
system independent from the sole energetic sizing.
A novel system concept responding to these requisites is presented for glazed systems. New
glasses have been developed that are able to hide the absorber behind a coloured reflection
while letting the solar energy pass through, providing a new freedom level to architects. The
same glazing can in fact be used to cover areas of the facade equipped or not with absorbers,
finally opening the way to proper multifunctional active facade systems.

IxrRooucrroN

The architectural quality of building integrated solar thermal systems is generally quite poor.
Most of the time collectors are installed as pure technical elements on rooftops, where the
visual impact is minOr and the energetic efficiency maximized due to the tilted mounting.
Plants for DHW are usually installed undersized (30-50% solar fraction) to avoid over
production and consequent overheating risk in summer-time.

In the perspective of a growing solar
fraction demand in buildings, the
implementation of solar thermal collectors
into facade should also be considered. The
facade use increases the available exposed
surfaces, and the vertical mounting helps
reducing the overheating risk in summer,
allowing the dimensioning of the plant
according to real heat needs.

Feb
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Now, implementation of solar thermal into building facades is, from the architectural point of
view, much more delicate than roof implementation, due the higher visibility of this part of
the building and its public role. The solar system should then be able to answer to the facade
architectural needs.
The issue is to understand these architectural needs and to know (verifu) in which measure
the systems now available in the market are able to meet them.

Flclor INTEGRATIoN cRrrERrA

A set of architectural integration criteria has been established with the help of a large
European survey intended to identifr the criteria commonly used by architects to judge the
quality of building integrated solar systems [more details can be found in Ref.7].
It has been assessed that for a successful integration all the characteristics, notjust a few, of
the solar system having an impact on building appearance have to be coherent with the global
building design logic.
These key characteristics can be summarized as follows:

l. Size and position of collectors' field
2. Collector material and surface texture
3. Absorber colour
4. Shape and size of the modules
5. Type ofjointing

As these criteria underline, mastering all characteristics of the system in both perspectives of
energy production and building design is not an easy task.
The above listed characteristics are strongly related to the specific solar thermal technology
that imposes both the material of collectors' visible layer and the basic elements of the
modules.' glazed tubes for vacuum collectors; flat glazing for glazed collector; metal sheet
for unglazed flat plate, etc... The more flexibility can be offered by the solar component, the
more are the chances to have a successful integration.
To evaluate the current situation in this respect, we investigated the degree of flexibility
offered by Swiss systems' manufacturers, concentrating on the most relevant technologies for
facade integration: glazedJlat plate, unglazedflat plate and evacuated tubes.

ARCHITECTURAL FLEXIBILITY OF PRESENT SWISS PRODUCTS.

A total of twelve manufacturers are presently active in Switzerland, nine producing glazed
collectors, two evacuated tubes and one unglazed collectors. Seven of them do implement
collectors into facades, even if marginally, but only two propose collectors that are especially
conceived for facade application (only one in the field of glazed flat plate -small scale
customized production).

The following analysis presents, for all system characteristic affecting the integration, the
level of flexibility offered by each available product (Tab.l): first the "guidelines" for this
characteristic are given [for more details see Ref.S], then the market situation is described:

1- Size and position of collector field:
"The position and dimension of collectorfield should be coherent with the
architectural composition of the whole building (not just within onefaqade). Energt
production goals, architectural integration needs and solar thermal technologt choice
are the parameters affecting these two characteristics of the system".
An effective solution is to use collectors as multifunctional construction elements. The
multifunctionnality of the collector brings the decisive advantage that the designer has
to architecturally compose with fewer elements, as each fulfils several functions.
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Within this application mode, the use of dummy elements (non-active elements with a
similar appearance, fulfilling only the construction function) is a key tool to free the
geometric/architectural dimensioning of the system from its energetic sizing.
The market offer in this respect is clearly unsatisfactory. One producer of evacuated
tubes proposes multifunctional collectors (balcony protection and solar shading as
added functions) but doesn't supply dummies.
The producer of unglazed collectors provides a system, originally developed for roof
application, which can be used as facade cladding and provides dummies. Yet the
appearance ofthe absorber is still not ideal for fagade application.
In the field of glazed systems, the multifunctional use is possible but it depends on
architect's creativity, rather than availability of specific products. None of the
manufacturers offer multifunctional elements or provide dummies as standard option.

2- Collector material and surface texturel 3- Absorber colour
"These collector characteristics interact with the same characteristics of other
building envelope elements; as a consequence they should be compatible with the other
building skin materials, colours, textures.
In this perspective, the initial choice of collector technologlt is fundamental, as it
imposes the material properties of the external - visible- system layers".
Within the specific technology, a choice of different surface treatments (texture and
colour), compatible with the energy production function, can and should be provided
by the manufacturer, to give the flexibility needed for facade implementation.
The market analysis shows a rcal lack of flexibility on these items too. No freedom at

, all is offered in the unglazed and in the evacuated tubes fields.
In the glazed field the situation is not substantially different. Two manufacturers offer
some freedom on the glazing texture, proposing two types of finishing. Only one
manufacturer offers the flexibility to use a specific glass finishing on demand and
gives the option to choose between three absorber colours (black, blue and bronze).

4- Shape and size of the modules / 5- Type of jointing.
"Module size and shape should be compatible with the building composition grid, and
with the various dimensions of the otherfa,cade elements.
Jointing types should also be carefully considered while choosing the product, as
dffirent jointing types dffirently underline the modular grid of the system in relation

. to the building."
The freedom offered by Swiss products in terms of size and shape is not completely
satisfactory, but flexible products can be found in all f,relds. A major problem is still
the total lack of adequate jointing options for facade in both flat plate technologies.
Only one manufacturer offers an alternative to the standard rubber jointing, the
proposed solution consisting in a continuous, pretty wide, aluminium frame.
In the field of evacuated tubes the situation is different since the manufacturer
supplying facade modules provides a level of jointing flexibility compatible with the
facade application.

To these akeady unsatisfactory results we should add that the Swiss market is characterized
by a large predominance of distributors (31, vs. 12 manufacturers) who can clearly supply
even less flexibility then direct producers. With such inadequacy of the market, no surprise if
fagade applications are so rare.

Nevertheless the presence, in the larger EU market of an Austrian pioneer manufacturer,
providing glazed solar thermal collectors expressly designed for facade integration, shows
that there is hope for this kind of application. This manufacturer works almost exclusively
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multfunctlonal constructlon system, and no dummies are provided as standard ootion .2

Solar thermal
systems
manufacturer

Flat plate collectors systems
Evacuated tubes

systemsGlazed Unglazed

1.a 2.a 3.a 4.a 5.a 6.a 7.a 8.a 9.a lb l.c 2.c

m2 produced
in 2006

70'000 12'000 4',000 3'.000 2'350 I'000 600 350 2',516 2l'000 l'200

part installed
in CH t2% 98% 100% 98o/o 99% 90% l00o/o 100% 40.4o/o ao/

55o/o

m2 installed
in CH 8',400 11'760 4',000 2'940 2',320 900 600 3s0 1'016 420 660

Swiss Market
part t7% 24% 8% 6% 5v, 1.2% 0.7% t00% 28% 44%

own mounted 2.2% 7% 50% 5o/o 2% s0% 100% t00% 41.2o/o 0.lo/o 20%

fagade
applications

0% 3% 4% 0% 0o/o 2% t0% 0% 23o/o O.5o/o 20%

Facade
products - (r) + + (2)

Avaitability of
dummies +l-Q) +

shape& size

flexibility + + +

Blazing
surface texfure
choice

f

absorber
surface textwe
choice

absorber
colour choice

+ / -(4\

jointing
options -(r) +

(1)producer6.aisatpresentdevelopinganovelcollectormoduleforfacade,,se

This is the sole
well as in the
multifunctional

with own mounted, customised products, that are actually encountering a remarkable market
success.

glazed collectors' producer able to provide flexibility in the jointing system as
absorber colour. Nevertheless the system is not expressly developed as

nd no dummi

framedjointing. (2) Faqade products are proposed in terms ofsolar shading and balcony parapets. (3) bummies can bJproduced on specific
demand (4) Three collectors coloum are available (black, blue and bronze)

Table 2: Austrian manufacturer data.

Interestingly, in the main domain of glazed collectors, no systems are actually conceived as
complete multifunctional fagade systems providing dummies.
The most common added building function in this field is the use of the collector as facade
cladding. But the actual lack of dummies restraints the system positioning to the sole exposed
areas and sees the energetic sizing impose the geometric/architectural dimensioning,

Table I: Swiss Products architecturalflexibility. (Rating scale: - ; + / - ; +)

m2
produced
in 2006

own
mounted

fagade

application
facade

products
Availability
of dummies

shape
& size

flexibility

$azing
surface
texture
choice

absorber
surface
texture
choice

absorber
colour
choice

jointing
options

28',000 80% t0% + +
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The fact that dummy elements have not been provided up to now, even by manufacturers
aware of the problem, is due to the characteristics of the collector to be imitated. To have an
appearance compatible with the system, dummies would require a glazing and an added metal
sheet similar to the absorber used in the proper collectors. These complex, unproductive
elements would clearly be too expensive in terms of cost and grey energy to be successful.

Luckily a promising new development in collector glazing could provide a valid solution to
this problem.

FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS: THE LESO COLOURED GLAZING EXAMPLE

Novel coloured glazings have been developed
that hide the solar absorbers while letting the
solar energy pass through.
The desired properties of this glazing have
been obtained thanks to a specially developed
selective interference filter deposited on the
inner side of the glass, combined with a
diffusing surface treatment on the outei side
(Fig.2).
The inner coating reflects only a tiny part of
the solar spectrum in the visible range while
letting the rest of the sun's radiation pass
through. By adjusting the spectral position of
the reflection peak a specific colour can be
obtained [more details can be found in Ref.9
and l0l.
The energy transmission is reduced of around
l0% only, depending on reflection intensity,
and specific diffusing treatment.

Fig. 2: The new glazing working principle

The outer diffusing treatment is available in several declinations (frosting, etching, patterned
or not) to complete the masking process, adding flexibility while enhancing the aesthetic
value of the product (Fig.3).

Fig.J: Impact of various tested glazing treatments on the visibility of a standard black solar absorber:
a. Standard extra white transparent glazing ; b. Blue selective coating on extra white glazing; c. Blue
selective coating (inner side)+ frosted treatment (outer side); d. Blue selective coating* standard
patterned acid etching; e. Blue selective coating* custom acid etching.
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The result is a large palette of coloured glasses, with different surface finishing, that can be
used both as non transparent collector glass (in the parts of the facade equipped with solar
absorbers), and as compatible opaque facade cladding (in non exposed areas). The requested
flexibility is finally provided in the field of glazed systems.

CoNcr,usroxs

As a previous work has shown, there is a clear consensus amongst architects on the criteria
defining architectural quality of building integrated solar thermal systems, meaning that the
identification of the characteristics needed by new products is possible.
The Swiss market analysis shows on one hand that the proposed components have a generally
low level of flexibility, hence are not well suited to facade use, and on the other hand that
there are very few installed facades. In the perspective of an increased solar fraction demand,
the foreseeable interest for fagade applications will require new products able to help
architects satisfu the mentioned criteria of good integration. Nowadays only one or two
manufacturers propose specific products for facades, occupying what is for now just a niche
but is promised to grow quickly with the fast development of the solar thermal market.
Meeting properly this future demand with adapted products, facilitating the fulfilment of
mentioned criteria, is vital to help this process. The innovative glasses presented here are one
promising answer to this challenge.
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